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Review

Objective assessment of technical surgical skills
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Background: Surgeons are increasingly being scrutinized for their performance and there is growing
interest in objective assessment of technical skills. The purpose of this study was to review all evidence
for these methods, in order to provide a guideline for use in clinical practice.
Methods: A systematic search was performed using PubMed and Web of Science for studies addressing
the validity and reliability of methods for objective skills assessment within surgery and gynaecology
only. The studies were assessed according to the Oxford Centre for Evidence-based Medicine levels of
evidence.
Results: In total 104 studies were included, of which 20 (19·2 per cent) had a level of evidence 1b or
2b. In 28 studies (26·9 per cent), the assessment method was used in the operating room. Virtual reality
simulators and Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills (OSATS) have been studied most.
Although OSATS is seen as the standard for skills assessment, only seven studies, with a low level of
evidence, addressed its use in the operating room.
Conclusion: Based on currently available evidence, most methods of skills assessment are valid for
feedback or measuring progress of training, but few can be used for examination or credentialing. The
purpose of the assessment determines the choice of method.
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Introduction

Traditionally, surgical skills have been assessed in the
operating room by supervision and feedback1,2. However,
this method has been criticized for being too subjective
and not representing the actual level of skills3. There
is an increasing demand from society, governments and
insurance companies for clear and transparent quality
measurements in healthcare; surgeons and trainees are
increasingly being scrutinized for their performance4–6.
New techniques, such as minimal access surgery, require
new skills, which have different learning curves and
require different training methods outside the operating
room1,7,8. These developments have resulted in an
increased interest in objective assessment methods for
surgical skills. They are currently used in surgical
residency programmes for assessing the performance of
trainees and to provide feedback on training. Moreover,

these methods are needed as tools for examination
in, for instance, different stages of training. Likewise,
governments are planning to use assessment of competence
of practising laparoscopic surgeons for credentialling and
revalidation1,3,4,9,10.

A number of different methods for objective assessment
of surgical skills have been developed, and studies address-
ing their validity and reliability are abundant5,9,11–14.
However, so far, methods for objective assessment have
not been adopted widely into clinical practice. Reasons
include lack of expertise, a proper infrastructure for imple-
mentation, and cost. It could also be that educators are
hesitant to use these methods because it has not yet been
fully defined how and where they can be used.

Previous reviews of methods for objective assess-
ment tended only to sum up and describe different
methods9,11,13. The purpose of this study was to provide
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Objective assessment of technical surgical skills 973

a critical review of the current evidence for objective
assessment methods for technical surgical skills.

Methods

A systematic search of the literature was performed, using
PubMed and Web of Science, for studies concerning
validity or reliability of methods for assessment of technical
surgical skills. The following query was used: ‘(surgical
OR operative OR laparoscopic OR technical) AND (skills
OR competence) AND assessment’. Studies were included
that addressed assessment methods which are applicable
in or outside the operating theatre and concerned open
surgery or laparoscopy in the domain of general surgery and
gynaecology. Studies concerning other domains were not
included. Only English-language studies were included.
Studies addressing the validity of specific bench models
or simulator tasks were excluded. However, studies were
included when they used non-validated methods for rating
a bench task; such investigations contributed to validating
the method as well as the bench task. Reviews and congress
abstracts were excluded.

All studies were divided into separate categories based
on the type of assessment method. Some studies discussed
more than one assessment method and were therefore
included in more than one category. The following cate-
gories were defined: procedure-specific checklists, global
rating scales, motion analysis, virtual reality (VR) simula-
tors, video assessment and miscellaneous. Extra categories
were defined for Objective Structured Assessment of Tech-
nical Skills (OSATS) and Fundamentals of Laparoscopic
Skills (FLS) manual skills test, because these two meth-
ods have both been studied extensively and are used in
clinical practice.

All studies were rated according to the Oxford Centre
for Evidence-based Medicine levels of evidence15 using
the category for ‘diagnostic studies’, as validating studies
are best compared with diagnostic studies. Results and
evidence for each category are summarized in a separate
table, and the most important findings are discussed in
separate sections.

Validity, reliability and types of assessment

Validity is defined as ‘the property of being true, correct
and in conformity with reality’16 and is subdivided into
different levels: face validity, content validity, construct
validity, concurrent validity and predictive validity. Face
validity addresses users’ opinion about the functionality
and realism of a test. Content validity refers to whether the
content of a test is suited to measure what it is supposed

to measure. Construct validity refers to whether a test
indeed measures the trait it is supposed to measure, in
this case technical surgical skill. Discriminant validity
is a variant of construct validity and requires a test to
discriminate even more specifically, for instance between
different experts. Concurrent validity is an expression
of the comparison of a test to a standard or another
test that measures the same trait. Predictive validity
refers to the extent to which a test predicts future
performance16,17.

Reliability refers to whether a test is consistent in
its outcome. Evidently, this also affects the validity
of a test. Frequently used items for reliability are
internal consistency, inter-rater reliability and intertest
(test–retest) reliability. Internal consistency reflects the
correlation between different items of a test and how these
items contribute to the outcome of the test. Inter-rater
reliability refers to the agreement of the scores of two or
more raters testing the same subject. This is best tested
with raters who are unaware of the subject’s training level
and identity (blinded raters). Intertest reliability refers to
the agreement of scores when the same test is taken twice17.
Reliability is represented by a reliability coefficient, which
ranges from 0 to 1·0. Generally, 0·8 is accepted as a
threshold for good reliability18.

Finally, assessment can be either formative or sum-
mative. Formative assessment aims at development by
monitoring a trainee’s progress and giving structured
feedback. When an assessment method is to be used for
formative assessment, it should be able to identify different
levels of performance (construct validity). A summative
assessment is used for selection and therefore needs prede-
fined levels of outcome. For instance, an examination can
be passed or failed and there is a preset threshold that has to
be reached. Summative assessment would be required for
credentialling. Higher standards for construct validity and
reliability are required with this form of assessment than
with formative assessment. Moreover, clear cut-off values
have to be defined adherent to the predefined consequences
and, ideally, the sensitivity and specificity of these values
should be tested.

Results

The search identified 931 unique studies, which were
assessed for relevance. After this, 257 studies were selected,
and their abstracts were assessed for inclusion criteria by
two authors. Disagreement was solved by discussion. This
left 104 studies for further analysis. Twenty-two were
excluded after reading the full text and 22 new relevant
articles were identified from reference lists. In total, 104
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Potentially relevant studies identified
by first search n = 1084

Duplicates identified and
excluded n = 153

Irrelevant titles excluded
n = 674

Studies excluded after reading whole article n = 22
No validating study n = 11
Overview article n = 3
Robotic surgery n = 2
Radiology n = 1
Endoscopy n = 1
Unusable owing to vagueness n = 2
Not addressing skills n = 2

Studies excluded after abstract screening
(no validating studies, congress abstracts,

reviews, non-surgical or non-gynaecological,
other irrelevant topic) n = 153

Potentially relevant studies screened
by title n = 931

Potentially appropriate studies,
abstract screened n = 257

Studies included for reading
whole article n = 104

New references
identified n = 22

Studies used for review
n = 104

Fig. 1 Flow diagram for selection of articles

studies were left for review (Fig. 1). Twenty (19·2 per cent)
of these studies offered level 1b or 2b evidence. In 28
studies (26·9 per cent) the assessment method was used in
the operating room.

Procedure-specific checklists

Procedure-specific checklists are specifically designed for
each procedure and usually follow subsequent steps of
an intervention, which are scored. Nine studies concerned
eight procedure-specific checklists19–27. Levels of evidence
ranged from 2b to 4. Five checklists were used in the
operating theatre19–22,24,27, of which three were designed
for laparoscopic cholecystectomy19,21,22,24. Four of these
five checklists were used in combination with video
registration (Table 1).

The only studies with a high level of evidence (2b)
were by Sarker and colleagues21 and Eubanks and co-
workers19. Two checklists for assessment of laparoscopic
cholecystectomy were designed by Sarker and both showed
construct validity. Inter-rater reliability was above the
cut-off value of 0·8, meaning that their reliability was
good. Another checklist for laparoscopic cholecystectomy
was designed by Eubanks et al.19, which showed moderate
correlation with experience and reasonable to good inter-
rater reliability. The same checklist was studied by
Aggarwal and co-workers24, but with inferior results.

All other studies had lower levels of evidence, owing to
either non-consecutive cohorts (level 3b), which could
imply bias in selection of participants, or unblinded raters
(level 4).

Global rating scales

Global rating scales are used to rate more general skills;
they are applicable to all surgical procedures and are
thus not procedure specific. Eleven studies were identified
concerning eight different global rating scales7,28–37. Two
scales were studied in a laboratory setting and the other six
in the operating theatre. Only two studies contained level
1b or 2b evidence28,37; all other studies consisted of level 4
evidence (Table 2).

Except for two scales28,34, all were used to assess
live operations. Every global rating scale was studied
with different operations, except those of Sidhu and
colleagues34 and the Global Operative Assessment of
Laparoscopic Skills (GOALS)33,35–37. These were respec-
tively tested for laparoscopic colectomy in a porcine model,
and laparoscopic cholecystectomy and appendicectomy
in humans.

An investigation by Bramson and co-workers28 was one
of the two studies offering a high level of evidence.
Development of a global rating scale for use with small
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Objective assessment of technical surgical skills 975

Table 1 Specifications and most important results for included studies addressing procedure-specific checklists

Reliability

Reference Setting Mode Checklist Level n
Construct

validity
Internal

consistency
Inter-rater
reliability

19 OR Video Checklist score and error
score for LC

2b 30 0·50* NA 0·74–0·96

24 OR Video Checklist score and error
score for LC

3b 47 No NA 0·58

21 OR Video and live† Technical and technological
skills for LC

2b 100 Yes/No‡ NA > 0·8

22 OR Video Generic and specific skills
for LC

3b 50 Yes NA > 0·8

24 OR Video Generic and specific skills
for LC

3b 47 No NA 0·62

23 Lab Video Checklist for ten stations 3b 21 Yes§ NA 0·78
25 Lab Video Checklist for intracorporeal

suturing
3b 26 Yes NA 0·90

26 Lab Video Rating for low anterior
resection and Nissen
fundoplication on a pig

3b 29 No NA 0·73

27 OR Video Checklist for tubal ligation 4 23 No NA 0·007–0·88
20 OR Live Rating different key

procedures
4 300 Yes > 0·90 NA

*Coefficient for correlation of checklist score with experience. †Technical skills were assessed from recorded video; technological operating room (OR)
equipment skills were assessed live. ‡Technical skills were divided into generic and specific; construct validity was not established for the specific technical
skills checklist. §Construct validity for six of ten workstations. LC, laparoscopic cholecystectomy; NA, not addressed; Lab, laboratory.

Table 2 Specifications and most important results for included studies addressing global rating scales

Reliability

Reference Setting Mode Global rating scale Level n
Construct

validity
Internal

consistency
Inter-rater
reliability

28 Lab Live Ten-item rating scale for
basic skills

2b 65 r = 0·86* 0·84 0·83

29 OR Live General and case-specific
skills scale

4 362 Yes > 0·80

7 OR Live Rating scale for five
competencies

4 40 r = 0·96† > 0·96

30 OR Live Rating scale for three
competencies

4 4 NA 0·82

35 OR Live GOALS 4 21 Yes 0·91–0·94 0·82–0·89
33 OR Live GOALS 4 94 Yes
36 OR Live GOALS 4 40 Yes
37 OR Video GOALS 1b 2 Yes‡ 0·87–0·93
31 OR Live Modification of OSATS 4 7 Yes > 0·91

and GOALS r = 0·943§
34 Lab Video Modification of OSATS

and GOALS
4 22 NA > 0·88 0·76

32 OR Live Telephone rating scale 4 993 Yes 0·28

*Correlation with surgical skills. †Correlation with faculty ratings. ‡For four of five domains. §Correlation with postgraduate year. Lab, laboratory; OR,
operating room; NA, not addressed; GOALS, Global Operative Assessment of Lasparoscopic Skills; OSATS, Objective Structured Assessment of
Technical Skills.
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tasks on animal tissue laboratory models was described;
there was good correlation with surgical skills (estimated
by questionnaire) and reliability was above 0·8.

The only global rating scale tested in multiple studies
is GOALS. Four studies addressed use of this scale for
laparoscopy33,35–37. It was developed by Vassiliou et al.35,
who applied it to the dissection phase of laparoscopic chole-
cystectomy. It appeared to be highly reliable and construct
validity was established for all separate domains. Next,
Gumbs and colleagues33 investigated whether GOALS
would also be applicable to total laparoscopic cholecys-
tectomy, and other laparoscopic operations. Ratings of
94 residents performing laparoscopic cholecystectomy or
laparoscopic appendicectomy were obtained and construct
validity was established. In another study, by McCluney
and co-workers36, predictive and concurrent validity were
established by comparing the GOALS score with the score
on the FLS simulator (correlation 0·77). Finally, Chang
and colleagues37 studied ten blinded observers who rated
videos of a novice and an expert performing laparoscopic
cholecystectomy. Construct validity was established for
four of five domains and high inter-rater reliability was
found with level of evidence 1b; however, only two video-
tapes were rated. GOALS appeared reliable and might be
used for video assessment. Although all four studies showed
consistently good results for GOALS, three provided only
level 4 evidence, because the raters were not blinded.

Objective Structured Assessment
of Technical Skills

OSATS was one of the first methods designed for objective
skills assessment. It is also the instrument that has been
studied most extensively and is one of the few actually used
in clinical practice. It consists of a global rating scale and
a procedure-specific checklist. Originally, it was designed
for use in laboratory settings, but it is now also used in the
operating theatre.

Twenty-six studies were identified that addressed
OSATS26,38–62. Nineteen covered OSATS in the lab-
oratory setting26,38,41–47,49–54,57–59,61 and seven in the
operating theatre39,40,48,55,56,60,62 (Table 3). In total, con-
struct validity was established in 18 studies, internal
consistency was above 0·8 in 12 studies and inter-rater
reliability was above 0·8 in ten studies (Table 3). For use in
a laboratory setting, four studies had a level of evidence 1b
or 2b42,47,53,54. These studies showed construct validity,
high internal consistency and variable inter-rater reliabil-
ity for OSATS used with gynaecology bench tasks. Other
studies had a level of evidence 3b or 4, but showed similar
results. In the operating theatre, there was no high-level
evidence as all seven studies provided only level 3b or 4

evidence. These seven studies showed construct validity
and sporadically addressed reliability, which was above 0·8
in only one study48.

Motion analysis

Motion analysis uses parameters that are extracted from
motion of the hands or laparoscopic instruments. Nine-
teen studies were identified concerning this method of
assessment25,56–59,63–76. These studies addressed five dif-
ferent instruments: the Imperial College Surgical Assess-
ment Device (ICSAD; Imperial College, London, UK),
the Advanced Dundee Psychomotor Tester (ADEPT;
University of Dundee, Dundee, UK), the ProMIS

TM
Aug-

mented Reality Simulator (Haptica, Dublin, Ireland), the
Hiroshima University Endoscopic Surgical Assessment
Device (HUESAD; Hiroshima University, Hiroshima,
Japan) and the TrEndo Tracking System (Delft University
of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands) (Table 4).

Nine studies addressed the ICSAD25,56,58,59,63–65,73,75 .
Construct validity was established, mostly for the
parameters time and number of movements. Only
Aggarwal and colleagues56 used the ICSAD in the
operating theatre. Intertest reliability was not found to be
high and only moderate correlation existed with OSATS,
which was considered the standard for objective assessment.
In a study by Datta and co-workers59, the same correlation
with OSATS was found, although it was used in a laboratory
and not in the operating room. Levels of evidence of all
studies were consistently level 3b.

The ADEPT showed construct validity for one of three
parameters in a level 1b study by Francis et al.68. Two other
studies addressed correlation with clinical assessment and
reliability, but these had a lower level of evidence and fewer
participants67,69.

ProMIS
TM

is a hybrid simulator, which combines a live
and virtual environment. Tasks on this simulator are done
in a box trainer, but a virtual interface is placed over the
image of the camera in the box trainer. Two other cameras
are used for motion tracking of the instruments. In a
level 2b study by Van Sickle and colleagues72, construct
validity was established and internal consistency was 0·95.
However, this study used only ten participants. Other
studies used more participants, but had lower levels of
evidence (Table 4).

The HUESAD was developed to analyse movements in
vertical and horizontal planes. In a study by Egi and co-
workers66 construct validity was established, comparing
novices and experts. However, this was the only study
about the HUESAD, and had only level 3b evidence.

The TrEndo Tracking System was designed for motion
analysis, to be used in a box trainer. In a study by
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Objective assessment of technical surgical skills 977

Table 3 Specifications and most important results for included studies addressing Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills

Reliability

Construct validity
Internal

consistency
Inter-rater
reliability

Reference Setting Mode Task/procedure Level n GRS Checklist GRS Checklist GRS Checklist

53 Lab Video Episiotomy repair 1b/2b* 40 Yes Yes NA NA 0·59 0·80
50 Lab Live Episiotomy repair 4 18 Yes Yes 0·95 0·95 NA NA
42 Lab Live Cystoscopy and

colposuspension
1b/2b* 55 Yes Yes 0·93† 0·72† 0·69† 0·68†

0·92‡ 0·85‡ 0·84‡ 0·92‡
54 Lab Live Hysteroscopy 1b/2b* 48 Yes Yes 0·98 0·79 0·42–0·93 0·75
47 VRS Live Myoma resection 2b 13 Yes No 0·98 0·70 0·88§ 0·78§
45 Lab Live Basic skills for

gynaecology trainees
4 24 Yes, r > 0·8¶ Yes, r > 0·8¶ 0·89 > 0·8 0·87 > 0·8

44 Lab Live Basic skills for
gynaecology trainees

4 24 Yes, r > 0·8¶ Yes, r > 0·8¶ 0·94 0·77 0·91 0·92

46 Lab Live Basic skills for
gynaecology trainees

3b 16 Yes Yes 0·96 0·96 0·95§ > 0·8§

43 Lab Live Basic skills for
gynaecology trainees

3b 116 Yes Yes 0·97 0·95 0·95§ 0·88§

49 Lab Live Basic surgical skills 3b 20 Yes Yes < 0·8 < 0·8 < 0·8 < 0·8
51 Lab Live Basic surgical skills 3b 48 Yes Yes 0·84 0·78 NA NA
38 Lab Live Basic surgical skills 4 77 Yes Yes 0·82 < 0·8 NA NA
41 Lab Live Basic surgical skills 3b 6 r < 0·8# NA NA NA NA
61 Lab Live Basic surgical skills 3b 53 0·70** 0·58** 0·85 0·79 NA NA
52 Lab Video Small bowel anastomosis 3b 40 NA NA NA NA > 0·8 NA
59 Lab Video Vascular

anastomosis/patch
3b 50 Yes, r = 0·59†† No NA NA 0·89 0·81

58 Lab Video Vascular
anastomosis/patch

3b 23 Yes Yes NA NA

26 Lab Video LAR and Nissen 3b 29 No NA NA NA 0·72 NA
57 ARS Video Three tasks on ProMIS

TM
3b 20 r = 0·77‡‡ r = 0·77–0.81‡‡ NA NA 0·93 0·88

40 OR Live Different gynaecology
procedures

3b 119 Yes§§ Yes§§ NA NA NA NA

62 OR Live LC 3b 22 Yes NA NA NA 0·28 NA
60 OR Video LC 3b 22 No NA NA NA 0·57 NA
56 OR Video LC 3b 47 Yes NA 0·72¶¶ NA 0·72 NA
48 OR Video Salpingectomy 3b 21 Yes Yes NA NA 0·83 0·83
55 OR Live Three different operations 4 41 Yes Yes NA NA 0·73 0·78

r = 0·89¶ r = 0·89¶
39 OR Live Carotid endarterectomy 4 28 r = 0·69–0·82‡‡ r = 0·21–0·83‡‡ NA NA NA NA

Yes## Yes##

*1b for global rating scale (GRS), 2b for checklist. †For cystoscopy. ‡For colposuspension. §Correlation between blinded and unblinded raters.
¶Concurrent validity: correlation of GRS with checklist. #Concurrent validity: correlation of Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills
(OSATS) score with faculty ratings. **Regression coefficient for relation with postgraduate year. ††Concurrent validity: correlation of OSATS GRS score
with Imperial College Surgical Assessment Device motion analysis. ‡‡Construct validity: correlation with experience. §§Face validity. ¶¶Intertest
reliability. ##Discriminant validity. Lab, laboratory; NA, not addressed; VRS, virtual reality simulator; LAR, low anterior resection; ARS, augmented
reality simulator; OR, operating room; LC, laparoscopic cholecystectomy.

Chmarra and colleagues76, participants were classified as
novice, intermediate or expert by analysis of six motion
analysis parameters (time, depth perception, path length,
motion smoothness, angular area and volume). Data from
these six parameters were first compressed using principal
component analysis and subsequently classified using linear
discriminant analysis. In this way, 23 of 31 participants were
classified correctly.

Virtual reality simulators

VR simulators are especially valuable for learning endo-
scopic motor skills. As several parameters of performance
are measured, VR simulators may also be used to assess
skills. Twenty-six studies addressed this aspect of VR
simulators77–102. Levels of evidence ranged from 1b to
4 (Table 5).
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Table 4 Specifications and most important results for included studies addressing motion analysis

Reference Setting Level n Construct validity Other validity Reliability

ICSAD Time No. of movements Path length
56 OR 3b 47 Yes* Yes* Yes* < 0·63† 0·63‡
65 Lab 3b 51 0·66§ 0·76§ No
59 Lab 3b 50 Yes Yes NA < 0·60†
75 Lab 3b 30 NA NA NA 0·49–0·65¶
64 Lab 3b 30 Yes Yes NA
58 Lab 3b 23 Yes Yes NA
63 Lab 3b 30 Yes Yes NA
73 Lab 3b 15 Yes Yes Yes 0·78#
25 Lab 3b 26 Yes NA Yes

ADEPT Time Error score Task score
69 Device 3b 10 NA NA NA 0·789**
67 Device 3b 20 NA NA NA 0·6‡; 0.98††
68 Device 1b 40 No Yes No

ProMIS
TM

Time Smoothness Path length
72 Device 2b 10 Yes Yes Yes 0·95††
70 Device 3b 30 0·78§ 0·75§ 0·67§ 0·18–0·88‡‡
71 Device 3b 160 Yes Yes Yes
57 Device 3b 20 0·61–0·81§ 0·36–0·98§ NA
74 Device 3b 46 0·07–0·60§ 0·11–0·59§ 0·00–0·39§

HUESAD
66 Lab 3b 37 Yes§§ NA NA

TrEndo
76 Lab 3b 31 Yes¶¶ NA NA

*Only for dissection part of laparoscopic cholecystectomy. †Concurrent validity: correlation with Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills
(OSATS). ‡Intertest reliability. §Correlation with experience. ¶Correlation of ‘surgical efficiency score’, based on Imperial College Surgical Assessment
Device (ICSAD) motion analysis, with OSATS. #Correlation of path length with procedure-specific checklist. **Concurrent validity: correlation of
overall performance on Advanced Dundee Pschomotor Tester (ADEPT) with clinical assessment. ††Internal consistency. ‡‡Correlation with global
rating scale. §§Construct validity determined for ‘time’ and deviation from horizontal and vertical planes. ¶¶Classified 74 per cent of participants correctly
using linear discriminant analysis of motion analysis parameters. OR, operating room; Lab, laboratory; NA, not addressed; HUESAD, Hiroshima
University Endoscopic Surgical Assessment Device.

Studies on five different simulators were identified: Min-
imally Invasive Surgical Trainer Virtual Reality (MIST

TM

VR; Mentice, Göthenburg, Sweden), LapSim (Surgical
Science, Göthenburg, Sweden), LAP Mentor

TM
(Sim-

bionix Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio, USA), Xitact

LS 500 (Mentice, Göthenburg, Sweden) and Simulator
for Endoscopy SIMENDO (DelltaTech, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands). These simulators all provided tasks to train
basic surgical skills for general surgery, gynaecology or
laparoscopy in general. For assessment, most simulators
used simple motion analysis parameters, such as path length
or economy of motion, and all used time to task comple-
tion. Some used a composite score, either a simple sum
or predetermined by the manufacturer, and different for
every task, whereas others used error scores.

Most studies showed good results for all five simulators.
However, they mainly offered only level 3b evidence and
so the results should be interpreted with caution. Studies
with higher levels of evidence exist for MIST

TM
VR, LAP

Mentor
TM

and LapSim.

Two studies by Gallagher et al.81,82 with level 1b evi-
dence and one level 2b study by Taffinder and colleagues94

established construct validity for MIST
TM

VR parame-
ters. Furthermore, a study by Aggarwal and co-workers103

used proficiency scores. Another study found comparable
results, but had a lower level of evidence89. In a study
by Cope and Fenton-Lee78, on the other hand, construct
validity could not be established for any parameter, and
in studies by Grantcharov and colleagues83 and Madan
and co-workers87 poor correlation with performance on
a pig was found (concurrent validity). These studies also
provided level 3b evidence.

For LAP Mentor
TM

, a study by Zhang et al.99 comprised
level 1b evidence, and showed construct validity for
time and composite score when comparing novices and
residents. In a level 3b study by Aggarwal and colleagues101

construct validity was established for most tasks, by
different parameters. Moreover, cut-off values were defined
in this study. In other studies results for LAP Mentor

TM

were less consistent (Table 5).
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Table 5 Specifications and most important results for included studies addressing virtual reality simulators

Reference Level n Construct validity

MIST
TM

VR Time Economy of movement Economy of diathermy Errors Composite score
81 1b 36 Yes Yes No Yes* NA
82 1b 36 Yes Yes Yes Yes NA
94 2b 30 Yes Yes NA Yes NA
78 3b 22 No No NA No NA
83 3b 14 NA NA NA 0·5–0·7† 0·05–0·80†
89 3b 8 Yes Yes NA Yes NA
87 3b 32 < 0·56† < 0·56† NA NA 0·21–0·56†

LapSim Time Path length Angular path Errors Composite score
80 3b 24 Yes Yes Yes Yes NA
85 3b 115 Yes Yes Yes Yes NA
86 3b 32 Yes Yes Yes Yes‡ Yes
79 3b 54 Yes Yes§ NA Yes‡ Yes
93 3b 24 Yes¶ Yes# NA NA NA
84 3b 10 0·74** 0·69–0·98** NA 0·67–0·89** NA
97 3b 34 Yes Yes Yes Yes NA
100 4 47 < 0·51†† NA NA 0·01–0·42†† NA
102 1b 40 Yes Yes NA No NA

LAP Mentor
TM

Time No. of movements Economy of movement Speed Composite score
99 1b 27 Yes NA NA NA Yes
98 3b 31 Yes Yes‡‡ Yes‡‡ Yes‡‡ NA
88 3b 103 NA NA NA NA Yes§§
77 3b 27 Yes¶¶ NA NA NA Yes¶¶
101 3b 57 Yes## Yes‡ Yes‡ Yes*** NA

Xitact LS 500 Time Path length Economy of movement Speed Composite score
91 3b 20 No Yes NA No NA
90 3b 307 Yes Yes††† NA NA NA
92 3b 74 Yes‡‡‡ NA NA NA Yes

SIMENDO Time Path length Errors
96 3b 25 Yes Yes††† Yes
95 3b 61 Yes Yes No

*Only significant difference between experts and intermediates. †Concurrent validity: correlation with performance on pig. ‡Only for one task. §Only for
two of five tasks. ¶Construct validity for ‘summary measure’ time error. #Construct validity for ‘summary measure’ motion economy, with two of three
tasks. **Predictive validity: correlation with performance in the operating room. ††Concurrent validity: correlation with performance on box trainer.
‡‡Only for non-dominant hand. §§Only for one of eight tasks. ¶¶Only for two of six tasks. ##For six of nine skills. ***For four of nine skills. †††Only for
right instrument. ‡‡‡Also concurrent validity: subject with maximum score on pelvitrainer had significantly shorter task time on Xitact. NA, not
addressed.

LapSim has been studied extensively and most studies
showed construct validity. One study, by Aggarwal et al.102,
provided level 1b evidence and showed construct validity
for time and path length for all exercises. Cut-off values
were defined in this study, and also in an investigation by
Sherman and co-workers93.

Video assessment

A separate category was defined for video assessment.
With video assessment, a task, performance or operation
is videotaped and rated later, which adds to its flexibility.
The methods for assessment are the same as in live settings,
but the fact that the performance is videotaped may have
a considerable impact on the outcome of the assessment.
For example, often only the laparoscopic camera shot is

taped and not the whole operating theatre, which may
blind the observer to certain aspects of the operation.
Five studies were identified that explicitly addressed
use of video registration on the outcome of assessment
(Table 6)60,75,104–106.

Studies by Beard106 and Driscoll and co-workers105

established construct validity for video assessment, with
level 1b evidence in one study106. However, in this study
only two videos of two subjects with a large difference in
performance level (inexperienced versus experienced) were
scored by different groups of raters. In another study by
Beard and co-workers104, a good correlation was found
between video and live assessment, although that study
offered level 3b evidence.

Editing of videotapes alters the assessment. In the Beard
and Driscoll studies, raters were permitted to fast forward
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Table 6 Specifications and most important results for included studies addressing effect of videotaping

Reliability

Construct
validity

Internal
consistency

Inter-rater
reliability

Correlation between
Reference Setting Procedure Level n Video Live video and live Video Live Video Live

60 OR Laparoscopic cholecystectomy* 3b 22 No Yes < 0·33 NA NA 0·28 0·57
104 OR Saphenofemoral disconnection† 3b 33 NA NA 083–0·92 NA NA NA 0.91‡
105 OR Inguinal hernia repair†§ 3b/4¶ 9 Yes No NA > 0·76 > 0·85 > 0·69 NA
75 Lab Vascular and bowel anastomosis# 3b 30 < 0·37** NA NA NA NA 0·59–0·80 NA

106 OR Saphenofemoral disconnection† 1b 2†† Yes NA NA NA NA NA NA

*Edited videotapes: length 10 min. †Fast forwarding of videotape was permitted. ‡Intertest reliability. §Edited videotapes: only essential steps shown.
¶Videotapes were blinded (level 3b), real-time assessment was not (level 4). #Edited videotapes: length 2 min. **Concurrent validity: correlation of
full-length video score with snapshot video score. ††Two videotapes were shown to 14 surgeons, 14 trainees and 13 operating room (OR) nurses. NA, not
addressed; Lab, laboratory.

the tape at their own discretion. Scott and colleagues60

and Datta et al.75 assessed the effect of editing videotapes
before rating them. In the former study the videotapes were
shortened to 10 min, showing only the essential parts. A
poor correlation with live assessment was found60. In the
investigation by Datta and colleagues75, a 2-min snapshot
tape of a task was recorded and the rating was compared
with that for a full-length videotape. The results were
similarly poor.

Miscellaneous

Nine studies did not fully fit any other category75,107–114.
Levels of evidence of these studies ranged from 2b to 4 and
concerned six different methods of assessment (Table 7).

One method of specific interest is outcome measure-
ment, as it is often applied in clinical practice. With this

method, numbers of complications and deaths are kept
in logbooks or portfolios. Haddad and colleagues107 com-
pared complications between junior and senior surgeons
in a study of 691 procedures, which were classified with
respect to extent of operation. A difference was found for
moderately extensive operations, for which more compli-
cations were attributed to senior surgeons. However, this
difference was considered to result from allocation of more
difficult cases to more senior surgeons, leading to bias.
Therefore, patient outcome was not considered to be a
useful method of assessment.

Another interesting method is the use of (hidden)
Markov modelling. This is a mathematical way of
compressing large amounts of data and producing one
single measure to indicate a subject’s distance from
an ideal learning curve. With the studies shown in
Table 8, this method was used to compress motion data

Table 7 Specifications and most important results for all included studies addressing miscellaneous methods of assessment

Reliability

Reference Setting Mode Method Level n Validity
Internal

consistency
Inter-rater
reliability

110 Lab Live Force/torque metrics 2b 4 Yes* NA NA
111 Lab Live (Hidden) Markov modelling 2b 8 Yes* NA NA
109 Lab Live (Hidden) Markov modelling 2b 10 Yes* NA NA
108 Lab Live (Hidden) Markov modelling 3b 11 0·93† NA NA
75 Lab Video Quality of final product 3b 30 0·34–0·55† NA 0·80–0·84

113 Lab Video Time, errors and needle manipulations for suturing 3b 32 Yes*‡ NA 0·86–0·91§
107 OR Data¶ Patient outcome 4 691 No NA NA
114 OR Live Patient outcome 4 29 Yes# NA NA
112 Lab Video Error scoring 4 60 > 0·8** NA NA

*Construct validity. †Concurrent validity: correlation with Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills. ‡Good for time, limited for errors and
needle manipulations. §Tapes were rescored until reliability was above 0·80. ¶Prospective data collection. #Leakage in laboratory (Lab) task for vascular
anastomosis predicted leakage in operating room (OR) and time in OR. **Concurrent validity: correlation with Objective Structured Clinical
Examination for performance in simulated laparoscopic cholecystectomy. NA, not addressed.
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Table 8 Specifications and most important results for all included studies addressing Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Skills (FLS) manual
skills test

Validity

Reference Level n Construct Concurrent Reliability Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

115 1b 50 NA 0·51* NA NA NA
116 3b 12 NA NA 0·77–0·86† NA NA

0·98–1·00‡
0·37–0·89§

117 4 42 0·26–0·69¶ NA NA NA NA
118 4 10 Yes#, 0·82¶ NA NA NA NA
119 4 165 Yes NA NA 82** 82**
120 4 12 NA 0·15–0·76†† NA NA NA
121 4 215 Yes 0·81†† NA NA NA
122 4 58 Yes NA NA NA NA
36 4 40 Yes 0·77‡‡ NA 91§§ 86§§

*Correlation with In-Training Evaluation Reports. †Internal consistency. ‡Inter-rater reliability. §Intertest reliability. ¶Correlation of total score with
postgraduate year. #For two of three tasks. **For a total score cut-off of 270. ††Correlation with performance in vivo. ‡‡Correlation with Global
Operative Assessment of Laparoscopic Skills score. §§For a mean score cut-off of 70. NA, not addressed.

and force/torque data. Three studies, two of which
provided level 2b evidence, established construct and
concurrent validity108,109,111. However, limited numbers
of participants were used; larger studies are needed
to provide more solid evidence to show whether this
method can truly distinguish between individuals with
different performance.

Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Skills

Assessment of the FLS manual skills test is based on the
McGill Inanimate System for Training and Evaluation of
Laparoscopic Skills (MISTELS). It consists of five tasks
that are rated by two metrics: ‘time to complete the task’
and ‘accuracy’, calculated by predetermined penalties. As
FLS consists of this fixed set of box trainer tasks, which
is used for assessment and is not a specific rating method,
it does not actually meet the inclusion criteria for this
review (see Methods). However, FLS is the official manual
skills test for surgical residents in the USA and is also used
in other countries. Therefore, it is considered important
to include.

Nine studies were identified concerning MISTELS
(Table 8)36,115–122. Construct validity was established in
six36,117–119,121,122, of which four36,119,121,122 found highly
significant differences between subjects with different
training levels, and two117,118 found correlations with
training levels varying from poor to good. Two large
studies were performed by Fraser and colleagues119 and
Fried and co-workers121, with 165 and 215 subjects
respectively. Unfortunately, these studies provided only
level 4 evidence because raters were not blinded to the
training level of the participants.

Four studies addressed concurrent validity36,115,120,121,
comparing MISTELS with other assessment methods.
One study had level 1b evidence and found a moderate
correlation with In-Training Evaluation Reports115.

Vassiliou and colleagues116 studied the reliability of
MISTELS. Good internal consistency and excellent inter-
rater reliability were found, tested by comparing blinded
versus unblinded raters. This was the only study that clearly
stated the use of blinded raters; it had level 3b evidence as
12 non-consecutive participants were studied.

Finally, in two studies a cut-off value was calculated
for the FLS score to use for certification36,119. Such a
cut-off value is essential for summative assessment. Both
studies offered level 4 evidence because the raters were
not blinded.

Discussion

This study provided a critical overview and rating of current
methods for objective assessment of technical surgical
skills. Methods for objective assessment are needed for
assessing trainees’ performance, and that of practising
surgeons. In an era with intense focus on training, and
on quality and safety of surgery, these are important issues.
Solid proof of validity and reliability of assessment methods
is essential.

From all studies included in this review it can be
concluded that OSATS is presently most accepted as the
‘gold standard’ for objective skills assessment. However, a
high level of evidence for OSATS has been reached only
for use with gynaecological bench tasks in a laboratory
setting. Evidence for use in the operating theatre is of lower
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grade and less abundant. Therefore, it remains unknown
whether OSATS can distinguish between different levels
of performance in the operating theatre. Studies by Martin
and colleagues49 and Beard and co-workers104 were the
only ones to correlate performance in bench tasks with
performance in live animals (pigs) and the operating
room, finding moderate correlations, not exceeding 0·8.
Furthermore, cut-off values have not been defined for
OSATS. These shortcomings should not prevent its use
for feedback and discussion (formative assessment), but
arguably prohibit the making of more important decisions
based on OSATS. Presently OSATS should not be used
for summative assessment in the operating theatre if these
results are to be used for important examination decisions.

The same shortcomings affect other methods of
assessment. Procedure-specific checklists and global rating
scales have mostly been assessed in single studies. Only one
procedure-specific checklist with a high level of evidence
is available, and it is for laparoscopic cholecystectomy21.
GOALS is the only global rating scale that has been
assessed in multiple studies, but only one of these provided
a high level of evidence37. Therefore, the evidence is
limited for both the checklist and GOALS. Their use
for formative assessment is an option, but using them for
summative assessment is not recommended.

The use of motion analysis devices and VR simulators
for skills assessment has been studied more extensively.
For motion analysis, construct validity was established for
the ICSAD and the ProMIS

TM
in multiple studies. These

devices can differentiate between levels of performance
and can be used for formative assessment. However, all
these studies had a low level of evidence and the only
study for the ProMIS

TM
that had level 2b evidence used

ten participants72. Moreover, cut-off values for the scores
have not been defined. Consequently, these devices should
be used only for formative assessment.

VR simulators have all been tested in multiple studies
and all seem able to distinguish in performance. However,
high-level evidence is scarce and available only for MIST

TM

VR, LAP Mentor
TM

and LapSim. The results for MIST
TM

VR are consistent and, together with proficiency scores,
form the evidence for its use for summative assessment.
The results for LAP Mentor

TM
are not. The only study

with a high level of evidence showed construct validity for
two parameters. Cut-off values have been defined for this
simulator and so summative assessment is possible, but not
recommended. For LapSim, all studies, including one with
level 1b evidence, showed construct validity and cut-off
values have been defined. Therefore, the evidence is solid
enough to use LapSim for summative assessment.

The results for a video assessment suggest that it is
possible to use a videotape of a procedure to distinguish
between individuals with a large difference in experience.
There is no evidence that videotaping can distinguish
between more subtle differences in performance level.
Consequently, using videotapes for summative assessment
is not yet possible. Moreover, editing, especially shortening
videos, before assessment has a clear adverse impact on the
outcome of assessment.

The FLS manual skills test was studied broadly and
results were mostly good. However, only one study used
blinded raters116. Therefore, all other studies had lower
levels of evidence. The impact of blinding on scoring of the
MISTELS tasks is questionable, because predefined errors
cannot easily be scored in different ways and are therefore
objective measures117–119. Likewise, the time to complete
a task is an objective measure. In a study by Vassiliou and
colleagues116 a very high correlation was found between
blinded and unblinded raters. It could be argued that the
results of studies without blinding are unlikely to change
if raters are blinded; these studies could be considered
as having a higher level of evidence. Therefore, FLS
seems well suited for formative assessment and, as cut-
off values have also been defined, it could even be used for
summative assessment.

Certain factors made it difficult to compare different
methods of assessment. Much heterogeneity exists among
the included studies, because existing methods have been
adapted for use in other studies, and methodology and
statistical evaluation differ. Different settings or tasks were
used. Variation in the results of the studies could therefore
be explained by these differences instead of differences in
the assessment methods.

To determine the quality of the studies included in this
review, the Oxford Centre for Evidence-based Medicine
levels of evidence for diagnostic studies were used. This
category provided the best fit with the design of validating
studies. For this category, high levels of evidence are
reached only when blinded reference standards (observer
blinded to training level of the subject) are used and when
cohorts of study objects comprise consecutive participants.
Unblinded rating is less objective, which affects not only
reliability but also validity, as the validity relies on the
outcome of a test which, in turn, is influenced by reliability.
Non-consecutive cohorts carry the risk of selection bias
because certain eligible subjects might have been excluded
deliberately. In many articles it was not clearly stated
whether the cohorts were consecutive. These studies were
assigned level of evidence 3b. This explains the large
number of studies with this level of evidence. It could be
argued that this approach was not fair. It is common for
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all eligible subjects to be asked to participate voluntarily
in this kind of study, which might result in a consecutive
cohort. This fact was certainly considered but, as it was
explicitly mentioned in a number of studies that all eligible
subjects were included, it was considered appropriate to
keep to the strict definition.

A threshold of 0·8 was chosen for good reliability.
This choice was based on previous literature. However,
this threshold is rigid and some assessments may not
need to be that strict. While that may be true, this
threshold was adhered to in order to distinguish methods
that are sufficiently reliable for high-state assessment. Yet
many studies showed reliability of assessment above this
threshold, indicating that it was possible to meet the
requirement.

Studies of assessment methods are hampered by the fact
that it is difficult to set up a good study with participants
who work in clinical practice. Time is always short and
schedules not very flexible, which makes it hard to find
large and consecutive groups of participants. Using blinded
raters is an even bigger challenge. As they must be blinded
to the assessed subject’s training and clinical level, they have
to originate from another hospital at least. Future studies
should adhere to criteria that ensure true measures of
validity and reliability, as mentioned above, and address the
levels of evidence. One solution might be to embed future
studies within residency programmes or training curricula.
This will facilitate participation of all eligible subjects
and use of blinded raters. Consequently, it will require
cooperation of residency program directors.

Different methods of skills assessment are appropriate in
different situations. Which method is the most appropriate
depends on several aspects. The first issue to consider is
the type of assessment and its consequences. To enable
formative assessment, a method should give a reasonable
impression of a subject’s performance, as this form of
assessment is used only as material for feedback and
tracking progress over time. A negative outcome will not
have direct consequences. On the contrary, significant
consequences might result from summative assessment.
Therefore, methods used for this form of assessment must
be highly accurate and reliable, and should be used to
test a subject’s performance against predefined criteria.
A crucial element for this is defining cut-off values for
the scores that serve as these criteria. Furthermore, it
should be clear what kind of performance is to be assessed,
whether general skills or precise and systematic completion
of a specific procedure. The latter requires a procedure-
specific checklist, although this might not always give a
proper representation of skills in general. In addition, it is
important to realize that the value of a good assessment

method can diminish when it is used in an inappropriate
setting. An assessment method suitable for standard tasks in
a laboratory setting may not be suitable for a real operation,
where performance and outcome are influenced by many
factors. Formulating clear answers to the issues discussed
above is of great importance and should be adhered to
when selecting a proper method for assessment of skills.
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Commentary

Objective assessment of technical surgical skills (Br J Surg 2010, 97: 972–987)

This review of the published literature seems thorough, although an entire edition of the ANZ Journal of Surgery was
dedicated to the proceedings of the first International Conference on Surgical Education last year1. A systematic review
requires a search for other evidence, as educational research remains poorly funded and often unpublished. A search of the
websites of surgical training organizations and colleges, such as the UK Intercollegiate Surgical Curriculum Programme
(http://www.iscp.ac.uk/), the American Board of Surgery (http://www.absurgery.org/) and the Australasian College of
Surgeons (http://www.surgeons.org/), would have revealed a wealth of information about current workplace-based
assessment methods for surgical trainees.

Such a search would have revealed additional methods such as direct observation of procedural skills (DOPS) and
procedure-based assessment (PBA). DOPS is used by many specialties, as well as surgery, to assess trainees on simple
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procedures and PBA is the main method used to assess the technical skills of specialist surgical trainees in the UK. Whereas
Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills (OSATS) was originally developed for use in the skills laboratory,
PBA has been specifically designed for use in the operating room2.

Focusing on technical skills will not guarantee patient safety. Many surgical errors and poor outcomes are
due to poor communication and teamwork3. Non-Technical Skills for Surgeons (NOTSS) has been designed to
assess situational awareness, communication/teamworking, decision making and leadership in the operating room
(http://www.abdn.ac.uk/iprc/notss).
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